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Duped Once by Zillow…
Are Brokers Now Being Duped by Realtor.com?

By Tom Woiwode, GA Broker/Owner

Circa 2007, Zillow began using broker listings to attract buyers – and they were
successful.  Brokers, desperate to publicize their seller’s listings, sent them to
Zillow free of charge.  Zillow – a self-proclaimed “tech company” simply used
what was given them by the brokers to create value to the consumer.
Realtor.com, once a groundbreaking titan of the industry, couldn’t keep up with
the technology curve and, anchored by NAR, couldn’t move fast enough to keep
up.

As the market heated up in 2014, Move.com (owner of Realtor.com) was
purchased by Rupert Murdoch.  Enter “Listhub.” Listhub is owned by Move.com,
which is the central point from which most listings weave their way to internet
sites – including Zillow at the time. Why would Move.com, owner of Listhub
“give” its largest competitor the raw materials (listings) it needed when that raw
material was the same exact thing Realtor.com needed? Thus, Zillow and Listhub
went through an ugly divorce.

The ethos of Realtor.com over the years was “Your Listing, Your Lead.” That
mantra is now ancient history.

Realtor.com receives listing data feeds from virtually every MLS in the country –
free of charge.  That is akin to a tire company not having to pay for rubber.

“Your listing, Your lead” lingers in the minds of RealtorsTM, but Realtor.com
couldn’t be further away from the practice.

Simply put, Realtor.com aggregates all of the listings – for free – then approaches
brokers throughout the country and tells them “Look – if you pay us $X,000 per
month, we will send you your leads.  If you don’t, we will put them up for auction,
and sell them to someone else.”

Déjà vu all over again…

Realtor.com has changed.  It is not the Realtor.com that RealtorsTM have known.
It is now a technology company using broker listings to generate revenue, and
doing in similar fashion as the Zillow’s of the world.  Another sophisticated player
taking advantage of unsophisticated participants. Is there full disclosure?  You be
the judge.
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As an example, I used one of my agent’s listings to illustrate what is now
happening. First – let’s see how it works for a consumer on our local site.

A user goes to our local website and fills out a request form – see below…

Once the user clicks “Submit,”a message in its place appears “Thank you for
contacting us…” This is a common user experience throughout the internet.
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As a broker with “Advantage Pro” (formerly a “Company Showcase”), our
listings appear on Realtor.com with the agent’s picture, contact, and our brand
logo. Our agents get our listing leads.

Again… pretty simple – fill out the form, just like everywhere else on the
internet, click “Contact Agent”…

Instead of a “Thank you for contacting us” appearing in its place, a “Pop-up”
window appears with pre-selected, like-kind properties and a pre-filled form
with the users’ information…
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Let’s analyze this:

1 – The information in the form filled out remains unchanged – but greyed out
with the focus now on the pop-up. (see #1 below)

2 – The “Thank you for sending your request.” appears in the top of the pop-up,
in light grey text. (see #2 below)

3 – The area the website wishes the user to focus on is in RED with a pre-filled
form with the User’s information. (see #3 below)

4 – The User’s focus now on the “Request more details” vs “No Thanks,” is
compelled to click either one to return to the page. (see #4 below)

Question:  If the user clicks “No Thanks”, is the original information sent or not?
Did the information request go to the agent?  Why is this so difficult?
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5 – Once the User hits “No Thanks,” they are returned to the original page (see
#5 below) where their information remains with no changes, and wondering
“Did my information get sent?” Or… “should I hit ‘Contact Agent’ again?”  As in
our case, we hit “Contact Agent” again, and once more a new pop-up opened
with a “Request more details” and “No Thanks.”

The User is provided in very small print under the RED areas with, “Serviced by a real

estate professional” – NOT the one they just sent their information to on the previous
screen, but to a RealtorTM who has paid Realtor.com money to get the users’
information by Zip Code allocation. Interesting enough, the disclaimer states,
“real estate professional” rather than “RealtorTM.”
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Again, when the User clicks “Request more details” from the Pop-up, the user’s
information is NOT SENT TO THE AGENT in the original request for information –
but rather sent to a party who has paid for the Zip Code allocation.

So the mechanics are as follows:

1. User goes to Realtor.com and finds a listing they have interest in…
2. User fills out contact form to get more information on a listing and clicks submit…
3. User is then presented with a Pop-up that is actually the confirmation of their contact

submission, but includes 3 additional properties that might “Be of interest.”
4. The “Thank you for sending your request.” is de-emphasized, the “Request more

details” is Bold and Highlighted in RED and the User must click “Request more details”
or “No Thank You” to get back to an unchanged page.

5. The initial contact is sent to the listing agent…
6. The Secondary confirmation is sent to another agent… unbeknownst to the user.
7. One inquiry has now generated TWO leads – one intentional by the user, and one

“add-on” by Realtor.com.
8. Realtor.com has intentionally sent user information to two entities – charging both

brokers a fee.

This process does the following:

 Doubles the number of leads that would be generated by the user.
 Intentionally creates confusion, as the usual and customary ubiquitous process of

contact form submission is co-opted.
 Uses broker listings as “Click bait” to generate more leads to sell
 Charges a broker fees to have their leads sent to their agents
 Sells those “doubled-up” leads to Zip Code allocation paid lead generation
 Touts the volume of leads generated as a whole to sell your leads back to you or sell

them to someone else – using your own inventory.

This process misleads the broker, the agent, the consumer, and the agents
paying for Zip Code allocation programs. It certainly creates the impression that
Realtor.com is “double dipping.”

Remarkably, not a single broker I have spoken to was aware this was happening
with their listings and leads.

For the most part, the internet is an unregulated space.  Tactics such as these
are those that cry for regulation and change. Dupe me once, shame on you.
Dupe me twice, shame on me.


